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Proposal Name Support for Proportional Representation in the Province of British Columbia 

Source Victoria Presbytery 

Recipient BC Conference 

Type of Proposal For Decision (I want the court to make a decision or take an action.) 

Proposal That BC Conference publicly and explicitly express its support for an electoral system 
of proportional representation in the lead up to the 2018 BC referendum on electoral 
reform; and furthermore 

that BC Conference circulate educational material about proportional representation 
to congregations, and encourage its constituents to vote in the referendum. 

Funding Implications Funding for the dissemination of written materials supporting proportional 
representation could be covered by applying monies from the Contemplative Justice 
Network. This would include mailing and photocopying costs. 

General Council 42 approved distributing materials in support of proportional 
representation; this could offset the costs to BC Conference. 

Actions of Intervening Courts: 

Presbytery   
(if applicable) 

N/A 

Background Our Present System Isn’t Serving Us Well 

Canada’s current “First Past the Post” voting system is based on a “winner-take-all” 
principle. A candidate can win an election with far less than half of the votes cast. 
Similarly, a party can form government with far less than half of the popular vote. In 
recent elections, upwards of half of all voters cast ballots that were not converted into 
representation – meaning they cast ballots for losing candidates in ridings across the 
country. As a result, many voters feel that their votes do not matter. Or, voters cast 
their ballot to prevent an undesirable outcome rather than voting for their preferred 
party or candidate.  

First-past-the-post rewards adversarial politics over cooperation. First-past-the-post 
systems tend to create two strong parties that represent polarized views. 
Consequently, policy discussions lose nuance and complexity and fail to adequately 
address growing problems. This adversarial governance model frequently leads to 
adversarial communities. 

This structure also means that our voting system routinely results in “majority” 
governments in which a party with a minority of votes gains control of the 
parliamentary agenda. Because over half the votes cast do not count towards 
representation, “majority” governments consisting of a single party with 100% of the 



 

power are often formed with the support of only 40% of the electorate. Fifteen of 17 
governments in BC since 1956 have been “false majorities1.”  

Finally, in BC about 68% of ridings are “safe seats” where election campaigns yield a 
foregone conclusion and where candidates feel little accountability to their voters.  

Many people are off-put by the combativeness of electoral politics in the existing 
“winner-take-all” system. Proportional systems encourage and reward cooperation. 
Because proportional systems often result in more smaller parties being elected, 
parties are required to conduct themselves in a more collaborative manner, and to 
cooperate to find policy solutions that work better for voters. 

Since 1977, 13 Canadian commissions, assemblies and reports have recommended 
proportional representation in various jurisdictions. In BC in 2004, the British 
Columbia Citizens’ Assembly overwhelmingly supported moving to a proportional 
electoral system. British Columbia presently has another opportunity to end the era of 
winner-take-all elections in this province. 

What Does Our Faith Have to Do With It? 

God desires a world of justice and equality for all. As Paul tells us, “the body does not 
consist of one member but of many” (1 Cor 12:14). Jesus Christ, through his ministry 
to the outcasts—the Samaritans, tax collectors, and those outside the law of 
holiness—made known that no single voice is more privileged than any other in God’s 
Kin-dom. And the apostles modelled a community where debate was open and equal 
in all matters (Acts 15). A fair democracy where no voice is privileged above another 
due to demographics, place of residence, or acceptability of ideas is the only current 
political system that can bring forth a world of justice and equality for all and in which 
human beings can work toward the inbreaking of the Kin-dom. 

Advocating for justice has been a long-standing part of our United Church tradition. 
Moving voices from the margins to the centre and ensuring the representation of 
multiple and diverse voices have formed the ethos of our denomination. Consistent 
with this, a commission of the 42nd General Council voted in favour of supporting a 
proportional electoral system for Canada. Supporting the move to a proportional 
electoral system in BC would be consistent with our precedents. 

A Proportional System Would Increase Fairness:  

A modern, proportional voting system would respect voter intention, make every vote 
count, deliver fair results, and help us elect a legislature that reflects the preferences 
of all British Columbians. 

A Proportional System Would Increase Diversity: 

First-past-the-post democracy entrenches the interests of the wealthy and political 
elite against the interests of the majority. Proportional representation is strongly 
correlated with better representation of women. Research finds countries that use 
proportional representation can see up to 8% more women in their legislatures 
compared to first-past-the-post systems. Under some proportional systems, parties 
run more than one candidate on a ballot, creating a natural incentive to offer more 
diversity to voters. 

                                                           
1 A “false majority” arises when the party forming a majority government does not garner a majority of the popular 

vote. 



 

A Proportional System Produces Policies That Work Better For People:  

Research from Fair Vote Canada shows that systems of proportional representation 
tend to outperform winner-take-all systems on measures of democracy, quality of life, 
income equality, environmental performance, and economic growth.2  

A Proportional System Would Increase Voter Turnout: 

Many who abstain from voting in elections do so because under the existing system, 
many votes simply do not count. Someone living in a riding that always “goes 
NDP/Liberal” (eg. a “safe seat”) but wants to vote for the BC Conservatives, for 
example, would feel their vote is wasted.  

According to the Every Voter Counts Alliance, voter turnout is 5 to 7.5% higher in 
countries that use proportional representation. In Canada, this could mean close to 2 
million more votes cast. 

Canada lags the majority of OECD countries: 

Over 90 countries use a proportional voting system, including over 80 per cent of 
OECD countries (our peers), such as Germany, New Zealand, Sweden, and Denmark. 
The US, the UK and Canada are the main outliers still using first-past-the-post for 
national elections.  

Parts of this information were gathered from the ‘Make Every Voter Count’ website. 
More information can be found at: www.everyvotercounts.ca/faq2. 

 

                                                           
2 www.fairvote.ca/economy/ 
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